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Abstract 
In this paper we present some results about analytic machines regarding the power of com- 
putations over Q or R, solutions of differential equations and the stability problem of dynamical 
systems. 
We first explain the machine model, which is a kind of Blum-ShubSmale machine enhanced 
by infinite convergent computations. Next, we compare the computational power of such ma- 
chines over the fields Q and R showing that finite computations with real numbers can be 
simulated by infinite converging computations on rational numbers, but the precision of the 
approximation is not known during the process. Our attention is then shifted to ordinary dif 
fbwztiul equations (ODES) where we establish sufficient criteria for the computability of their 
solutions within our model. We investigate dynamical systems described by ODES and show the 
undecidability of a clas of stability problems for dynamical systems. @ 1999 Elsevier Science 
B.V. All rights reserved. 
Keywords; Real Turing machine; Ordinary differential equations; Dynamical systems; 
Stability problem 
1. Introduction 
Why should one consider machines computing with real numbers if only rational 
numbers appear in actual computations? First of al one can object that also nearly all 
rational numbers will never appear in a computation and even the successor function 
is not actually computable. The introduction of the infinite and of the real numbers 
greatly simplified analysi and in so far real numbers have proven to be very practical 
They also help to investigate into the inherent computational complexity of a problem 
without having to address numerical issues at the same time; this greatly facilitates 
understanding. 
We are interested here in computations taking infinitely long in order to examine 
how far computations on machines over the real numbers can be approximated by 
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computations on finite machines. We regard all functions that can be approximated 
in this sense as interesting objects for the theory of machines. These include closure 
properties of such functions under composition and solutions of differential equations 
computable in this sense. 
But our formulation of the question is also motivated by entirely concrete problems. 
Computers control vehicles, airplanes, power plants, and chemical factories. These pro- 
cesses or at least part of them are continuous and can only be described by differential 
equations. The computer obtains information about the current state of the process 
via sensors. This information consists of measurements of limited precision which are 
available to the computer as inputs. If one wants to ensure the “correctness” of the 
whole system - computer plus controlled process - then the theory must contain both 
the computer and the continuous process. Our &Q-analytic machines take this no- 
tion into account by receiving values as input which are obtained by a rounding with 
“precision 8’. Systems of discrete and continuous components are called hybrid on the 
proposal of Nerode [4]. Here we are not interested in proving the correctness of hybrid 
systems but in simulating them approximately and in the question of their stability. 
We establish criteria for the ability to approximate real functions by computations on 
analytic Q-machines and show that even simple questions about the stability of such 
systems are not generally decidable. By showing that these systems can be conceived 
as dynamical systems we also make a contribution to a classical problem of computer 
science [S, Ch. 3, 11. A particular challenge for the theory is represented by the question 
of diagnosing systems which obviously work erroneously [7]. 
2. Machine model 
We first present an abstract notion of mathematical machines and analytic compu- 
tations which we use later to define a more concrete model of register machines over 
the rational or real numbers. A mathematical machine in our sense is a tuple 
where K is the set of configurations or states of &! and K,, K,, K, c K are the initial, 
final and target configurations. A : K --+ K with AUK, = idK< is the next state function 
of ~2%‘; in : A* -+ K, and out: K + A* are called input and output functions over the 
alphabet 1 A with A* := IJF, A’. 
We call a sequence b= (ki):, of states ki := A’(k0) a computation of J&‘ applied 
to ko. It is called jinite iff 3 n: k,, E K,; the sequence then becomes stationary at the 
nth term and the smallest such n is called the length and out(k,) is called the result 
of the computation. If b is finite with ko E KG we call it regular. 
For any given metric on A* we can extend the above definition to infinite convergent 
computations. Let b be a computation with ko E K, such that ki, E K, for infinitely 
’ This notion is not confined to a finite set here. 
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many ij and let (ki,),z, be the partial sequence of all these target configurafions. The 
computation is now called analytic if 
exists; this limes is the result of b and out(kin) is called nth approximution of the 
result. 
This machine 4 now defines a partial fimction C& : A* -vu) A* in the following way. If 
for any given x E A* the computation of & applied to in(x) is regular or analytic with 
result y E A* we take @A(X) := y and undefined else. Furthermore, the nth approxima- 
tion c@’ of this function is defined on the same domain by q$‘(x) := out(ki,); if a (reg- 
ular) computation contains less than n target configurations we take g?‘(x) := q&(x). 
We denote the domain of @A by DA; the halting set UIs c ID& contains exactly 
those inputs for which the computation of J& is regular. 
2.1. Register muchines 
Now, we introduce a special kind of register machines over a ring C%! which will 
only be used for L% E {Q, 58) although the definition can easily be extended to arbitrary 
rings with unity containing the integers E. In the case of analytic machines S! has to 
be a metric space. These conditions are implicitly assumed if we speak of a ring later. 
The construction is similar to [9] and - concerning (finite) computability - equivalent 
to the model of Blum et al. [2]. 
These W-machines (cf. Fig. 1) are equipped with a finite program II and a control unit 
with an accumulator ~1, program counter /?, index or address register y, and precision 
register 6. Furthermore, there is an infinite input tape2 X which may only be read, an 
infinite output tape Y which may only be written to, and an infinite memory Z. The 
precision register is only used for extended Q-machines and explained later. 
A configuration of such a machine is given by the contents 71: [ 1 : N] + 52 of the 
program and CI E R, /? E [ 1 : N], y, 6 E N of the registers as well as x, y,z : N -+ R of 
zO,zlr... input tape 1 
4 / \ 
a accumulator .+ 
/3 pr. counter 
xl,... ,,rN program 
y index reg. 
6 precision + zo,zy,... memory 1 
\ 
4 
1 yo,yl,... output tape ] 
Fig. 1. Structure of our register machine. 
2 The word tape here is merely a conventional phrase which does not indicate the presence of a read/write 
head. In fact, we assume random access to each ceil. 
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Table 1 
Instruction set 
1. assignments (i E N U (1’)) 
(a) x:=x,, G! :=2,, yr := G!, z, :=x 
(b) a:=r for Y E .39 
(c) CY := 6 
(d) ;j:=O 
2. arithmetical operations (i E N u {y}) 
(a) G( := v.7 + Zi, (x := c( Z, 
(b) r:= -2, x:=x-’ 
(c) i’:=y+ I, y:=y i I 
3. conditional branching (m, n E [I : N]) 
if XI > 0 then goto m else goto n 
4. special instructions 
end, next 6, print 
the tapes and memory. Here 52 denotes the set of machine instructions to be specified 
shortly. For the sake of simplicity we do not distinguish between the names of registers 
and their contents and abbreviate x(i) by xi, etc. 
K := {k = (~1, /I, y, 6, TC,X, y,z) as above}, 
K,:={kEKIa=y=6=0, p=l, Vj:yi=zi=O}, 
K,:={kEKjq=end}, 
K, := {k E K 1 np = print}. 
The input and output functions interpret xc and yo as the length of a sequence 
following in the next cells. The set !2= Szz contains the instructions in Table 1; it 
depends on the size N of the program and the ring 9 but this is usually not denoted 
explicitly. 
The semantics of these instructions should be quite obvious and define in a natural 
way the next state function A. ‘denotes the non-negative diflerence, print only marks 
target configurations, and ‘next 6 ’ is reserved for extended Q-machines. A program 
is only deemed correct if cc := M -I is only applied to invertible elements regardless of 
the input. 
Definition 1. Given a ring 32, a natural number N, and a program 71: [ 1 : N] 4 L$, 
we call the abstract machine A;’ = (K, K,, K,, K,, A, W, in, out) uniquely defined 
by the above construction the B-machine with program 7~. 
2.2. Extended Q-machines 
An infinite computation of a Q-machine could produce an output sequence (of ra- 
tional numbers) that converges to an irrational real number. In this way - which is not 
covered by our definition - a function f : Q* -+ R* could be computed. We shall now 
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extend our model of Q-machines in a suitable way to allow real inputs and outputs 
and thus compute functions f : R* -+ R *. The simple idea is to round real inputs to 
a certain precision, compute a rational approximation of the result, and then increase 
precision so that the output converges to the real function value. 
This means that instructions o! := xi read a rational approximation xg E Q with Ixi - 
xg I< 22” of the real-valued input xi. We proceed analogously for assignments a := Y of 
irrational constants. The precision is increased with each ‘next 6’ which also restarts 
the machine. Formally, this means that for a configuration k = (IX, fl, y, 6, n,x, y,z) with 
7c~ = ‘next 6’ we have d(k) := (0, l,O, 6 + 1, X,X, JJ,Z). Furthermore, we allow real 
numbers on the input tape and as program constants (in : R* + Ka,x : N --f [w and 
n : [ 1 : it’] --f Q!) and the limes limj,, OUt(ki,) in analytical computations need only 
exist in R. 
Extended Q-machines are not determined by the program alone but we also have 
to specify how to round. As this should be done effectively3 we restrict ourselves to 
R-computable functions which will be introduced in Definition 4 (please note that their 
definition does not depend on rounding functions). 
Definition 2. An R-computable function p : R x N + Q, (x, n) H x, is called rounding 
function, if always Ix - x, 1 < 22”. 
Given a rounding function p the assignment CI :=xi is interpreted as a := p(xi, S) and 
the machine remains deterministic. 
Definition 3. Given a program 7~ : [ 1 : N] -+ i2: and a rounding function p, we call 
the abstract machine _/Z&o = (K, K,, K,, K,, A, 9, in, out) uniquely defined by the 
above construction the &Q-machine with program 7t and rounding function p. 
The dependency on the rounding function is disturbing, thus we are especially inter- 
ested in programs n which compute the same function regardless of which rounding is 
used. Such programs will be called robust and any one of the equivalent S-Q-machines 
with program rc is called AZ- 6 o. Of course, one might then consider non-computable 
rounding functions, but it would make no difference. 
2.3. Computable functions 
Now, we are in a position to formalize our notion of computable functions over 
a ring, of which there are many variants. Fig. 2 attempts to give an overview of 
the hierarchy of classes of computable functions together with a hint4 to why each 
inclusion is strict. All classes below the line shown are closed under composition, but 
none above the line are. 
3 It seems natural not to introduce non-computability at this point because it would affect the power of 
&Q-analytic machines. 
4 Not all of these will be explained in this article. 
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P-analytic 
5 hierarchy theorem 
W-analytic 
5 4 
&Q-analytic 
5 XQ 
robustly &Q-analytic not closed 
5 closed 
strongly 6-&3nalytic $ quasi-strongly &Q-analytic 
continuity 5 KOCH’S curve 
W-computable 
5 domain 
Q-computable = TURING-computable 
Fig. 2. Hierarchy of classes of computable functions. 
Definition 4. A function f : .%* > D --f .%T’* is called analytically 94?-computable or short 
B-analytic if there exists an W-machine JH such that f = Q/D (and D c El,). If 
D c D,“, is a subset of the halting set of J&’ then f is called B-computable. 
Analogously, f : R* 3 D + R* 1s called &U&computable or b-Q-analytic resp. if 
there exists a corresponding &Q-machine J%! := JH~,~ 6-Q. Note that the program n as well 
as the rounding function p may be chosen in a suitable way. If we restrict ourselves 
to robust programs we speak of robustly 6-Q-computable or -analytic resp. 
We call a set MC LA?* (analytically) g-decidable if its characteristic function XM is 
(analytically) 9?-computable. 
A fundamental result (cf. [2,6]) about R-computable functions is the following rep- 
resentation theorem. 
Theorem 1. An R-computable function decomposes its domain into a countable union 
of semi-algebraic sets; on each semi-algebraic set the function is rational. 
2.4. Quasi-strongly analytic functions 
A na’ive simulation of the composition .,Hl o Ml of two robust analytic &Q-machines 
by a single machine J&’ fails when J%‘Z wants to read its input. The latter is the limit of 
the first machine’s output and must be rationally approximated with a given precision 
by an arbitrary rounding function. The problem is that we never know this limit itself 
but only (rational) approximations to it with an unknown precision. It is solved if we 
turn our attention to programs which also compute a bound on the precision of these 
approximations in yl . 
Definition 5. Let (ki,),E, be the subsequence of target configurations of a b-Q-analytic 
computation. By out($ ) = (y\‘), . . . , y$:‘) E Q* we denote the outputs and use the 
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(i) abbreviations yi := limj+m yi and n := limj+, nj. The computation is then called 
quasi-strongly b-Q-analytic iff 
1. y, =o; 
2. 3J Y2<i<n Vj>J Iy. - y(j)1 <y(j). . 1 
We regard the limes (~2,. . . ,’ y.;bf ‘outputs without the precision bound as result of 
this computation. A function f : R* > D + R* is called quasi-strongly &Q-analytic if 
there exists a robust program K such that D c DA and for each x ED the computation 
of 4! := ~4’:~o starting with in(x) is quasi-strongly S-Q-analytic with result f(x). 
Note that if we requested the precision bound to hold always (i.e. J = 0) then 
the computed function would become continuous; we call such functions strongly 
6-Q-analytic. If we restrict ourselves to rational constants in the program this notion 
coincides with Grzegorczyk’s [5] and Weihrauch’s [ 10, 1 l] definition of computable 
real (continuous) functions. Our weaker requirement suffices, nevertheless, to achieve 
closure under composition. 
Lemma 2. Let D c R* and f : R* -+D as well as g : D+ R* be quasi-strongly 
&Q-analytic, then go f is also quasi-strongly S-Q-analytic. 
Proof. We denote by J%$ and J& two quasi-strongly analytic &Q-machines for f 
and g which w.1.o.g. execute ‘next 6’ infinitely often during each computation, thus 
dividing them into phases. Now, a single machine JY alternately simulates one phase 
of JZ$ on the original input x and one phase of ,%e, on the approximation of f(x) 
computed so far if the precision bound as computed by J$ seems suitable else J&~ 
waits. One observes that Jz’, is provided with a wrong - i.e. not precise enough - input 
finitely many times, but this does not matter for the limes of its output. The precision 
bound of M itself becomes wrong only finitely often and the whole computation is 
quasi-strongly S-Q-analytic. q 
In contrast to Weihrauch’s class of computable real continuous functions, the quasi- 
strongly &Q-analytic functions form a much larger class containing the R-computable 
ones. One advantage of the model of extended Q-machines is that it provides a means 
to compare the computational power of machines with rational or real arithmetic on the 
same (real) inputs. What we see now is that finite computations on (infinite) reals can 
be simulated by infinite (but convergent) computations on (finite) rationals. A weaker 
form of the following statement with a more complicated proof can be found in [6,9]. 
Theorem 3 (Simulation theorem). Every R-computable function is quasi-strongly 
&Q-analytic. 
Proof. Let .M be an R-machine computing an extension of the given function. The 
&Q-machine A’ simulates ~4! by interval arithmetic and with increasing precision 6 
_ over and over again in so-called phases. In doing so all cells of the memory and 
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output tape as well as the accumulator of JG! are recreated by lower and upper bounds 
in the memory of J?” which is correctly initialized to zero. Most instructions can be 
emulated in a self-evident way except the following. 
Assignments CI :=xi (and analogously a :=r for r +! Q) for which a 6-Q-machine 
executes c( := p(xi, 6) assign to the simulated accumulator the interval [CX -22’, a+2-“1 
which safely contains xi. The branching condition if c( >0 then . . . is interpreted in 
such a way that an interval is positive iff its lower bound is; in this sense it is “equal 
to zero” as long as it contains zero. The print-instruction is now used to write the 
output, i.e. the interval centers of the simulated output tape together with the maximal 
interval length as precision bound. Instead of end we do a ‘next 6’ to start a new 
phase of the simulation. 
If ~~4”s content of a is non-zero at a branching then the interval computed by J%” 
with sufficient precision reflects the right sign. By approaching the undecidable case of 
CI = 0 carefully and from the secure side it is always correctly handled by JJ” - we call 
this approach conservative branching. Thus, it is clear that every finite computational 
path of & will be simulated by 4” after a finite time and then the precision bound 
is correct and the output converges as desired. 
There may appear some problems while ~4” is still simulating the wrong path but 
they can be easily solved. If the simulation encounters an instruction x := a-’ while 
the interval for a contains zero we simply start a new phase. By branching at most 
6 times in each phase we can avoid endless loops which might occur on a wrong 
path. 0 
2.5. Halting problems 
The analytic equivalent of the classical halting problem for Turing-machines is 
a convergence problem - namely the question whether the output 5 of an analytic 
.&?-machine converges for a given input. As can be expected, a problem of this kind 
is undecidable and thus its characteristic function - with which we often identify the 
problem - is not computable. If we call the composition of i analytic W-machines an 
@-analytic machine and speak of @-analytic functions, etc., we can summarize the 
following results which give rise to the hierarchy Theorem 5 of [6,9], 
Lemma 4. The convergence problem of @-analytic machines is not lR’-analytic; the 
same holds for (robust) &@-analytic machines. 
Proof. A program consists of a series of instructions from a finite alphabet and op- 
tional indices, addresses, or (real) constants. Thus we can easily find a prefix-free 
encoding of 52” in R* which we extend to II, the set of all correct programs, and 
finally to Lri. This makes clear that programs can be used as inputs to computations. 
A tuple rc=(rc,,..., ni) of programs determines a partial function Qn : R* -+ R* which 
is computed by the composition JY~, 0. . . o ~4’~,, of R-machines. 
5 I.e. content of output tape at print instructions. 
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Now assume that a tuple rc’ E II’ exists which solves the convergence problem, i.e. 
@-analytically computes the function Qnt : II’ x R* --+ B with 
(7x) H 
1 if @,(x) defined, 
0 else. 
Then one could easily change6 7~’ into 7~” in order to L%‘-analytically compute the 
partial function @,u : Z7’ -+ B with 
{ 
0 
7/H 
if Q,(X) undefined, 
undefined else. 
This argument is also valid for robust &Q-analytic machines and leads to the classical 
contradiction 
@+j (n”) defined H @,I! (7~“) undefined. 
One can replace Ii’ by ll x P, where P c Ii’ is the set of all programs for R-computable 
rounding functions, in order to deal with the non-robust case. 0 
Theorem 5 (Hierarchy theorem). 
Vi E N: { R’-analytic} C, { R’+‘-anaZytic}. 
Now, we show how to decide convergence of an R-analytic machine by means of 
two R-analytic machines; similar constructions can be done for (robust) &Q-analytic 
machines. The following proof makes use of infinite intermediate results which can 
easily be integrated into a model of infinite computations; they can also be avoided 
at the cost of some coding and decoding and one extra machine for intermediate 
computations. We omit further technical details because this is not the focus of 
current article. 
the 
Lemma 6. Let ~$4 be an analytic R-machine with cP~ : [w* > 9~ -+ Ft. Then the 
E!I~ is R*-analyticully decidable. 
set 
Proof. For a given x E R* let u, be the output of the nth target configuration of the 
computation of A? applied to in(x). We have to decide whether lim,,, U, exists, i.e. 
whether the sequence is bounded and has exactly one accumulation point. The main 
idea now is that a monotonic sequence is unbounded iff the reciprocal values form an 
null sequence; for the sake of simplicity we ignore the possibility of division by zero. 
Thus let 
6 Double the input and replace all outputs in [i, i] by 0 and 1 alternately. 
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Now consider intervals I,, > (~0,. . . , un} of the form [-2’, 2’1 with minimal I and their 
equidistant refinements J,,k consisting of p,, subintervals where p,, is the nth prime. 
In this way no interval boundary of J,,k occurs twice. A subinterval J,,k has an accu- 
mulation point iff 
-1 
= 0, 
where 
A4 is R-analytic because all U, are R-computable; the &,k are R-analytic because 
all partial sums are R-computable. The first machine &!‘I thus computes M and all Xn,k 
giving an infinite output word. 
The number of accumulation points in I, is 
& := ? (1 - sign(Xn,k)), 
k=l 
if none lies on an interval boundary. The sequence (u,)Ee diverges iff sign(M)=0 
or CI, 22 for more than one’ n. Thus, the second machine first computes sign(A4) 
and then - one after the other - all cz,, assuming convergence until the contrary is 
proven. 0 
3. Ordinary differential equations and stability 
Many natural or technological processes can be described by differential equations, 
either by ordinary (ODE) or partial ones, They typically express a local understanding 
of how something happens while their solutions give a global view of the system. 
We now want to demonstrate that analytic functions form a large class containing the 
solutions to (certain) differential equations and then give an undecidability result for a 
stability problem of dynamic systems modeled by ODES. 
To this end we restrict ourselves to initial value problems for systems of explicit 
jirst order ODES with a “right-hand side” which is computable by an R-machine 
without division. Let N E N be the dimension of the system, f : R! x BP”’ + RN with 
(t, c) H f(t, <) a computable function over the ring R, and (to, x0) E R x RN. We then 
consider initial value problems of the form 
x’(t) = f(t, x(t)), x(t0) = x0. (1) 
’ A single slip may occur if the limit coincides with an interval boundary, but this cannot happen twice. 
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3.1. Solving ODES 
Now, we shall clarify the definition, existence, uniqueness, and computability of 
solutions to Eq. (1). Because the right-hand side as an R-computable function is defined 
by case distinction we first have to put the definition of a solution to such an ODE 
more precisely. Very important for this is an understanding of the structure of the 
function f as described by the representation Theorem 1. 
As the R-machine for f executes its program the flow of control follows a certain 
computational path (T. The branching conditions along all such paths decompose the 
domain of f, i.e. RN+‘, into disjoint basic semi-algebraic sets D, which form the 
“basins of attraction” of the paths (T and shall be called regions. This is illustrated in 
Fig. 3 for the simple two-dimensional case. 
The ith component fg,i of the function f, := fo,l x . . x f& computed along 0 
can be described as a polynomial with real coefficients, thus it is a COO-function, i.e. 
infinitely often continuously differentiable. It is well known from analysis that for such 
a (local) problem x’(t) = fo(t,x(t)) with arbitrary initial value (7, <) E RN+’ there exists 
a unique solution on a maximal open interval Z, 3 r. 
We now imagine a global solution analogous to the representation off to be piece by 
piece composed of solutions to the local problems. The solution should be differentiable 
and satisfy the ODE inside a region D, with continuous transitions between regions. 
Definition 6. We call a function x : I -+ RN which is continuous on an interval I c R 
and satisfies x(te) = x0 a (global) solution, if for all paths cr and all interior times 
t E int T0 it is differentiable with derivative x’(t) = fO(t, x(t)). Here T, := {t 1 (&x(t)) E 
DC}. It is called maximal if there is no extension to an enlarged interval. 
Lemma 7. For every initial value problem according to Eq. (1) there exists a maxi- 
mal global solution. 
Proof. Let ~0 be the path with (ts,xg) ED,. The solution to the local problem x’ = 
fO,(t, x) gives a global solution if we choose the interval I with to E I c T,, suitably. 
Surely there exists a (not necessarily unique) extension to a maximal interval. 0 
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Fig. 4. Branching of tangential solution 
Of particular interest now are the conditions for the uniqueness of a maximal global 
solution. Under the following two conditions for the right-hand side* and the initial 
value we can prove that no branching of the solution occurs; the latter is necessary for 
computing the solution. Because of symmetry reasons we only consider the behavior 
of a solution after the initial time to. 
1. The function f, defines for each point (t, g) the direction of a local solution through 
this point - we call this the local vector field of the region D,. If at the border 
of a region this direction is tangential to this border then the graph of a solution 
might touch this border and the solution might branch (cf. Fig. 4). Thus we only 
call those functions f admissible whose local vector fields are never tangent to a 
border. 
Given an admissible function f we can assume w.1.o.g. that every region is con- 
tained in the closure of its open interior: D, cm; this is a non-degeneracy 
condition that does not influence the behavior of solutions in our sense. 
Finally, there is one more degenerate case we would like to avoid; it is illustrated 
in Fig. 5. The program that computes f(t, {) first checks for t < 0 and than for 
tal/k with k= 1,2,... until it succeeds. Thus the borders of regions are dense in 
the neighborhood of the C-axis and a solution can cross infinitely many regions 
’ Strictly speaking, these are conditions for the program, not the function. But we will neglect this subtle 
difference to simplify notation. 
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2. 
Fig. 5. Dense accumulation of regions 
Fig. 6. Branching at a “multiple comer” 
in finite time. 9 We therefore additionally require that every compact subset of an 
admissible function’s domain intersects only finitely many regions. 
If the initial value (to,xc) is chosen in such a way that the unique local solution 
leaves its region in a “multiple corner”, i.e. a point belonging to more than two 
borders, the extension need not be unique (cf. Fig. 6). Thus, we call initial values 
suitable for which no (maximal) global solution hits a multiple corner, not even in 
a far-away region. 
Lemma 8. For every initial value problem according to Eq. (1) with admissible f 
and suitable (tO,xo) there exists a unique maximal global solution which we denote 
by xf.to,xo :Jf,ro,xn + @‘+‘. 
Proof. Assume that two solutions XI : [to,tl[-+ RN and x2 : [to,t~[+ RN branch at time 
t*:=inf{t~t~~xl(t)#x2(t)}<min{tr,t~} 
and call this point P:=(t*,xl(t*))=(t*,x~(t*)) and, its unique region D,,,. Because 
local solutions are unique P cannot lie in the interior of a region but only on its 
9 One is reminded of Zeno’s paradox. 
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boundary. On the other hand, it must not be a multiple corner and hence there is 
exactly one other region D,, with P E aD,, (remember that regions must not accumulate 
densely). 
Now, consider for each curve xi the regions DzI and D,+ through which it passes 
immediately before and after t* resp. The uniqueness of local solutions tells us that 
_ 
71, =lr2 - and X: # ~2’ as both solutions started in the same way and then branched. 
So w.1.o.g. we can assume that x1 stays inside the region D7[; while x2 crosses from 
there to Dn;. But this behavior of xi is a contradiction to our precondition that f be 
admissible, i.e. that no local vector field is tangent to the border of a region. 0 
Theorem 9. With the above preconditions and notations, xf,tn,xa is analytically 
R-computable without division. 
Proof. Let J$ be an R-machine for the computation off, x := xf.t,,,XO, and I :=lr,tO,XO. 
We will construct an R-machine J which computes, for a given time t E I, the value 
x(t) of the solution. 
We employ the explicit Euler-algorithm with step size h := (t - to)( i >“. It approx- 
imates the solution on the grid of points rk := to + kh, 0 d k < 2”, by y(Zk, h) M x(Tk) 
which can be computed without division: y(zo, h) :=x0 and 
Y(Tk+l,h) := y(rk,h) + hf(zk,J’(zk,h)). (2) 
The machine JY outputs y(t, h) for n -+ 0;) and thus h + 0. 
For symmetry reasons we only consider t > to and have to show that limh,ay 
(t, h) = x(t). Let CTO be the path with (&,x0) ED,,, and we first assume that everything 
happens within that region. Furthermore let B c R N+l denote the ball around (to,xo) 
containing all y(rk, h), and let L > 0 be a Lipschitz constant of f,, on B with respect 
to c, i.e. 
Then the global error of Euler’s algorithm is Iy(t,h) - x(t)1 =O((h/L)e(‘-‘“)L) and the 
approximation converges for h -+ 0 to the correct value. 
We now consider the general case of the solution crossing a region’s border. Assume 
that in (tl, x1 ) the local solution crosses the border from D,, to D,, . The approximation 
of this point be (t,,h,xl,h), the first point generated by Euler’s algorithm outside of D,,. 
By the above considerations we know that limh,s(tl,h, xi,~) = (tl, XI ). 
For a sufficiently small step size h, (tl,h, xl,h) ED,, will hold. Because of the contin- 
uous dependency of the solution on the initial value the approximate solution starting in 
(tl,h,xl,h) also converges to x as h --f 0. Thus the procedure can be extended correctly 
across the borders of regions. 0 
Main Theorem 1. For every initial value problem according to Eq. ( 1) with admissible 
f and suitable (to,xo) the unique maximal global solution is robustly 6-Q-analytic 
without division. 
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Proof. We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 9 while simulating the R-machine Jr 
as in Theorem 3. The main problem is to evaluate f with sufficient accuracy by means 
of a b-Q-machine and in finite time. Again, we first assume everything happens inside 
D,, 3 (to, x0) and then generalize. 
From Eq. (2) we can deduce that y(t,h) = ~~(to,xs,t) where pn is a polynomial with 
rational coefficients because f,, is such a polynomial. The evaluation of ~Jto,xo,t) 
with precision 6 gives an approximation ~&‘)(ta,xs,t) of x(t) of unknown quality as 
well as an error bound a~“(ts, x0, t) for the evaluation, i.e. 
It is clear that limb_m c$,‘)(ts, x0, t) = 0 and we would like to compute 
lim lim ~~‘)(to,xs, t) = ,llc p,(to, x0, t) = /ims y(t, h) = x(t). 
n+cc b-03 
Unfortunately, a 8-Q-machine may only compute a single limit for 6 + cc and we 
need a little trick. We consider the inequality ai’)(ts, x0, t) < 2~” which holds for every 
n and every 626,. The other way round, if we are given some 6 we can search the 
maximal n 66 such that the inequality still holds and call this value ns. Note that 
the sequence of these ns monotonically increases with 6 and tends to infinity. Then 
we construct a &Q-machine & which in every phase outputs &)(ts,xo,t) - from the 
above it should be clear that this converges as desired. 
We now consider the general case of the solution crossing a region’s border. Assume 
that in (tr , XI ) the local solution crosses the border from D, to D,, . The approximation 
of this point be (tr,+ xr,h,d), the first point generated by Euler’s algorithm which is 
_ according to an evaluation of f with precision 6 - outside of D,,. For a sufficiently 
small step size h and large precision 6, (tr,,~,xl,h,~) E D,, will hold. As above this 
point is given by a polynomial in the inputs to,xs, and t; again, we choose n such that 
the polynomial can be evaluated with accuracy 2-“. Because of the continuous depen- 
dency of a solution on its initial value the approximate solution starting in (tr,h,a, xl,h,b) 
also converges correctly as 6 --+ 00 and thus n --+ 00 and h -+ 0. Thus the procedure can 
be extended correctly across the borders of regions. 0 
3.2. Stability of dynamic systems 
Many natural or technological processes - e.g. the motion of the planets in our solar 
system - fundamentally depend on time. The aim of the general theory of dynamic 
systems according to [3] is to mathematically model such time-dependent processes, to 
describe their essential qualitative properties, and to predict these. Dynamic systems in 
a narrower sense are homogeneous in time, i.e. their development depends not on the 
initial time, but only on the initial state. One can model continuous dynamic systems 
by autonomous ODES whose right-hand side f : RN 4 RN does not depend on time 
and choose w.1.o.g. to = 0. 
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An important aspect in the study of such systems is the question about the qualitative 
long-term behavior of a solution with respect to convergence or stability. Our focus is 
on the computability of such features of a solution if we are given an initial value and a 
program for an R-machine that computes f. By constructing ODES from computations 
we can use our results about the undecidability of the “halting problem” for analytic 
R-machines in this context. We show that the fundamental and apparently simple prob- 
lem “Does the solution x(t) of an initial value problem converge for t -+ oo?” is un- 
decidable for analytic R-machines. 
It is undecidable whether the one-dimensional output of an R-machine J&X := 4’: 
with empty input converges or not. The idea now is to constructively describe the 
analytic computation of &’ by an ODE whose solution at integral times corresponds 
to the output of JL and in between interpolates it linearly. We choose 5, (0) = 0 and 
r’, = y;LtJ+l, _ #‘j ) where ,$’ . 1s the output of J&’ in the ith step and obtained by 
simulation. This defines a non-autonomous initial value problem (the right-hand side 
depends on time) with the desired property. 
In the case of dynamic systems, however, we are restricted to autonomous right-hand 
sides and thus emulate time by an additional ODE & = - In 2.5,~ with C&(O) = 1. Then 
(I = 22’, lim,,, & = 0, and 5~ H [t] = Llog, l/?&J is R-computable. If we sub- 
stitute [log, l/t~] for LtJ in the equation for 51 we have a system of ODES with 
R-computable autonomous right-hand side that simulates the output of an analytic 
R-machine in that it converges iff the latter does. We can pad the system to arbi- 
trary size with equations C$ = 0. 
Theorem 10. The problem of deciding whether the solution of an initial value problem 
x’=f(x), x(0)=x0 
with autonomous R-computable right-hand side f : RN 4 RN and x0 E RN converges 
as time approaches injinity, is not decidable for analytic R-muchines if N > 1. 
Proof. It is clear from the above discussion that the convergence problem can be 
reduced to the mentioned problem. 0 
In a similar way, we can also show that it is undecidable for regular R-machines 
whether the solution of an initial value problem is sensitive to small changes in the 
initial value or converges in the case N = 1. 
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